for the
love of sound
Bose Corporation was born from a desire. Not just to create audio products,
but to recreate the emotional power of a live performance. The same way
musicians touch our emotions through their art. Cinemas immerse us in the
action from our seats. And sporting venues launch us into celebration.
For more than four decades, our commitment to research and science has led
to unique innovations that fulfill our desire to create extraordinary experiences.
Innovations that are as elegant and easy to use as they are inspiring to hear.
Every time you listen to a favourite song, watch a movie, cheer on a team or play
a videogame on a Bose system, we hope you experience the passion and desire
®

we have to create it. It’s what makes us the most respected name in sound.

When visions
are formed
While conducting graduate work at MIT in the 1950s,
Dr. Amar G. Bose purchased a new stereo system. As
any engineer or super enthusiast might do, he selected
speakers and other audio components based on how
their performance appeared on paper. But when he played
it, Dr. Bose was disappointed to find that speakers with
impressive technical specifications failed to reproduce
the realism of a live performance. This led to the founding
of Bose Corporation and extensive research in the fields
of speaker design and psychoacoustics – the human
perception of sound. The findings resulted in significantly
new design concepts and technologies that help deliver
the emotional impact of live music.

One + One + One = One
When visionary thinking and innovative spirit
combine to blaze new trails, they often leave
behind technological footprints that few can
follow. Presenting the Bose VideoWave II
®

home entertainment system. Highdefinition picture. Home cinema
sound. Music system. In one.

®

VideoWave

®

entertainment
system

High-definition picture.
Home theater sound.
Home music system.
Together in one.
The VideoWave system merges sound
®

and picture like never before, delivering
cinematic performance and lifelike musical
notes from invisible speakers built into a
high-definition display. The innovative
built-in sound technologies eliminate a
roomful of speakers, wires and complexity.

Sound you’ll feel.
Speakers you’ll never see

Vivid
picture

Award-winning Bose waveguide techno

The VideoWave II system delivers a stun-

Controlling a home entertainment system

logy is built directly into the video display,

ning picture on an LED 1080p HD screen.

has never been this graceful – or simple. A

delivering resounding low notes and

A 100Hz refresh rate ensures that action

few buttons control only the functions

dramatic sound effects. Unmistakable

sequences look smooth. While a meticu-

you use most, like adjusting volume or

impact, with no extra speaker or subwoofer

lous – and unequaled – screen calibration

changing channels. Everything else is as

needed. While exclusive PhaseGuide and

process reproduces picture quality that’s

easy as touch, glide, click. Plus, an onscreen

array technologies work together to

as natural as the sound itself. All present-

interface is so intuitive, you may never

deliver acoustic detail well beyond the

ed and framed for you in hand-finished

have to take your eyes off the picture to

screen, where no speakers exist.

aluminum.

look at the remote.

®

®

Control with a touch,
glide and click.
®

Why research
is important

Most companies dedicate the same resources to both

department ensuring that true research always occurs.

research and development. Which means the short-

This allows us to look to the future by developing

term need to launch new products often overrides the

technologies over the long term. Our way of inventing

longer-term investment in research. At Bose, we do it

new approaches that create truly extraordinary

differently. We have a totally separate research

experiences.

Sound that reaches
into your soul.
Many home cinema systems look confident on the page. But how
do they make you feel when you take them home? Bose home
cinema systems are engineered to accurately reproduce the sound
of a live performance. Because that’s how emotions are touched.
®
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5
lifestyle V35
-speaker system
®

Vivid, theater-like
surround sound

home
entertainment
system

The ultimate Bose surround sound experience. Five compact cube
®

speaker arrays blend elegantly into your room and deliver compelling
sound you’d expect from speakers many times their size. This performance
is complemented by a hideaway Acoustimass module that provides the
®

emotional intensity you feel at the cinema or in a concert hall. Even
hidden out of sight, its impact can’t be missed. Beyond the sound, the
beauty of this system resides in its breakthrough simplicity.

2
lifestyle 235

-speaker system

®

home
entertainment
system

Immerse yourself in the most advanced 2.1-channel
home cinema experience from Bose. The Lifestyle 235
system fills your room with dramatic performance that
makes your entertainment come alive. Gemstone ES
arrays use three drivers in each speaker to produce
breathtaking sound that redefines expectations
from two-speaker home cinema systems.
®

Redefining 2-speaker
performance

Wide
spacious
sound

1
lifestyle 135
-speaker system

®

home
entertainment
system

For some, it’s a home cinema enthusiast’s dream.
Dramatic sound. Without a roomful of speakers.
The Lifestyle 135 system features exclusive
®

TrueSpace technology and advanced PhaseGuide
®

®

array technologies to deliver sound that’s much
wider than the speaker’s physical size. The compact
Acoustimass module reproduces noticeable bass
®

performance and is wireless. So you can hide it
from view.

What
discovery
can inspire
If you have ever been to a live concert, you know what it feels like to be there.

In the spirit of innovation, Dr. Bose led research

The emotion. The electricity. The goosebumps. When live sound is full and clear,

to discover all he could about how live sound

it seems to reach out and envelop you. An experience like no other.

reaches an audience. Using a concert hall as
its research lab, and replacing waves of sound
with beams of light, the team discovered that
sound travels not just straight out toward the
audience – as a conventional speaker might
aim it. But instead it’s reflected off walls, the
ceiling and the floor.
That understanding was directly applied to
the 901 Direct/Reflecting speaker system in
®

®

1968. With this introduction, Bose achieved
international acclaim by setting a new standard
for lifelike sound reproduction.

Engineered with
visionary advances

Whether you desire 5-speaker systems, two-speaker systems or a
single soundbar, Bose home cinema systems feature technologies
®

that are as unique as the experience they provide.

ADAPTiQ

Sound customised to your room
Getting a home cinema system to sound its best in the space you have once required
a visit from an audio engineer. The Bose ADAPTiQ audio calibration system changes
all that. It analyses room size, shape, even furnishings, and automatically adjusts the
system’s sound. Ensuring the best sound possible for your room.
®

PhaseGuide

Flexmount

Sound where there
are no speakers

Designed to fit
your style

®

®

The essence of Bose

target sound to the left,

What drives us to think differently about home cinema? Exactly what causes you

innovation can be found

centre and right. So you

to look differently at it. With a Bose soundbar system, you can mount the speaker

in its ability to deliver

hear sound coming from

vertically on your wall or place it flat on a table. Flexmount technology automatically

sound where no speak-

different parts of the

detects the speaker’s orientation and adjusts the sound accordingly.

ers exist. It’s all made

room, putting you right

possible by our exclusive

in the action.

®

®

PhaseGuide and array
®

technologies, which

PhaseGuide is featured with:
®

VideoWave II entertainment
system - 55”
®

VideoWave II entertainment
system - 46”
®

VideoWave entertainment
system - 46”

Flexmount is featured with:

Lifestyle 135 home
entertainment system

Lifestyle 135 home
entertainment system

CineMate 1 SR digital home
cinema speaker system

CineMate 1 SR digital home
cinema speaker system

®

®

®

®

®

®

Advanced Bose
signal processing
®

High-performance. Even at low listening levels.
Settling in for the night to enjoy a movie should be pursued with
excitement, not apprehension. Which is why every Bose home
®

cinema system features advanced Bose digital signal processing.
®

It enables soft sounds like dialogue to be heard at low listening
levels, and still delivers special effects with impact. So you can
watch what you want without disturbing others.

Bose Acoustimass
speaker technology
®

®

Engineered to be heard. Not seen.
Challenging convention can yield positive results. Bose Acoustimass
®

®

speaker technology exemplifies this philosophy. Unlike conventional
subwoofers, our module is designed to deliver exceptional low frequency
performance with no audible distortion at any level. Because bass
without distortion is very difficult to locate, you can hide the module
almost anywhere – off in a corner, behind the couch or under a table.

Unify

Bose link

®

®

As much about control
as about performance.

Music throughout your home.
Why limit the joy of listening to Bose sound to
®

Many home cinema systems boast complex

just one room. With Bose link, you can expand

technologies. None have ever simplified the

your system to deliver music throughout your

home cinema experience as profoundly as Unify
technology. It uses clear on-screen navigation
to help you do everything from connecting new
devices to switching and controlling sources.

®

®

entire home – even outdoors.

How goals are achieved
Investors control the destiny of many publicly held companies.
Researchers control ours. Privately held, Bose Corporation can do
what other companies cannot. Rather than worry about satisfying
shareholders in the short-term, we focus on the long-term goal of
placing our profits back into the company, primarily in research and
development. It’s our way of inventing new approaches that create
truly extraordinary customer experiences.

Why limit the
experience to
just one room?

Imagine the possibilities. You’re outside with family and friends,
and the air around you is filled with the lifelike sound of your
favourite musician. You walk into the kitchen, and it’s filled with
the same music you just left behind. You check on your other
guests in the den and they’re enjoying the same music you are.
And everything you heard in every room – indoors and out –
originates from the same system. That’s the beauty of a Bose

®

home entertainment system. It allows music to live throughout
your home. Like you do.

Bose Indoor
Expansion
Speakers
®

Lifestyle Homewide

Lifestyle RoomMate

powered speaker system

powered speaker system

®

Our highest level of stereo performance,

The easiest way to expand your Lifestyle

with small, powerful Jewel Cube speakers

or VideoWave system, with plug-and-play

that deliver a level of sound that defies

simplicity. All backed by proprietary tech-

their size.

nologies that allow surprising fullness

®

Bring more of the music you like to play on your

®

®

and clarity for a system this small.

Lifestyle system to more of the rooms you like
®

to listen.

®

Virtually Invisible 791

Bose link AL8

in-ceiling speakers

homewide wireless audio link

®

®

Bose Stereo Everywhere speaker perfor-

What does it take to get music from your

mance produces balanced sound over a

Lifestyle system to your second-room

wide area – unlike conventional in-ceiling

Bose speaker? A little ingenuity. The Bose

speakers that radiate sound mostly in a

AL8 transmitter and receiver package

single direction.

delivers two independent audio streams

®

®

®

®

from your system to a Bose link-enabled
speaker in another room. All without
running room-to-room wires.
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FreeSpace 51

environmental speakers

speakers

The best wall-mount outdoor speakers

Where wall mounting is not an option.

from Bose. With a proprietary Articulated

Place in the garden, on the deck or by the

speaker design that delivers

patio. 360-degree sound dispersion delivers

®

Bose Outdoor
Expansion
Speakers

®

®

Array

®

balanced stereo sound over a much wider

broad, even coverage.

area than most conventional outdoor
speakers.

While the outdoors may be the perfect
setting for music, it’s hardly the best

151

SA-3

environmental speakers

amplifier

Hang them vertically or horizontally.

Install a pair of Bose environmental

Proprietary Stereo Everywhere speaker

speakers on your terrace or in your garden,

performance delivers a consistent listen-

connect them via a Bose SA-3 amplifier

ing experience as you move around in

and relax to quality stereo sound outside.

environment for speakers. Unless they’re
engineered and tested to withstand
harsh weather.

®

your garden.

®

®

Ongoing Support
At Bose, we aim for excellence in everything we do.
Which is why when you purchase a Bose product,
®

you become a valued, lifelong customer. In addition to
personalised attention, you’ll enjoy unique privileges
and special programs. Step into a Bose store or visit
®

an authorised Bose reseller and feel the difference for
yourself. Our service continues after the sale.

“To be better,
you have to have
the courage to
be different.”
Dr. Amar G. Bose

